
 

OVER ARM WEARABLE FEEDING  & MATERNITY PILLOWS 

Mamma-pillo 







What is a Mamma-pillo? 
Worn over the arm Mamma-pillo is an Award Winning environmentally friendly multi-purpose nursing 

support pillow designed to gently support babies head and neck during feeding sessions and to elevate 

bub into an optimal feeding position without the need for lifting and holding.  

Mamma-pillo also doubles as a handy travel pillow and an ultra lightweight pregnancy and maternity 

pillow. Compact and discrete Mamma-pillo's can be used anytime, anywhere. Simply pop behind your 

back when seated for lower back support. Use as a tummy support or wedge under your belly when 

you are laying on your side. Place between the knees when sleeping or resting to relieve sciatica and 

nerve pain. Pop under the feet to achieve gentle elevation, relieving tired swollen feet and ankles. 







We pride ourselves on offering the largest range of fabric designs on the market. With literally Hundreds 

of designs to choose from there is a Mamma-pillo to suit everyone's style and taste. our ranges are 

divided into two main product types. 



Because we care about the environment and leaving behind a cleaner 

waste free future for our children and future generations…. 

 

Mamma-pillo is committed to environmental sustainability. The Mamma-pillo ECO range contains 

Recycled PET Fibre Fill sourced within Australia. The inner pillow case, twin pillow casing and the external 

removable / interchangeable covers are made from 100% highest quality cotton, even the seams and 



 

100% Natural because we care about what touches your babies 

sensitive skin.  

The Mamma-pillo Organic Range contains Corn Fibre Fill. The inner pillow cases, all stitching and 

seams, twin pillow casing and the outer removable / interchangeable covers are made from 100% 

GOTS Certified Organic Cotton or OEKO-TEX Standard 100 Certified Cotton.  

Mamma-pillo Organic is believed to be one of the only pillows globally that can be used for infant 

feeding /nursing that is greater than 95% Organic in its material composition. All Fabric is either GOTS 

Certified or OEKO-TEX Standard 100 (Where dyes are used on patterned fabrics). All sewing thread 

used is 100% cotton and the Fibre fill used in each Organic Mamma-pillo is Corn Fibre. 



Happy customers the world over love 

Mamma-pillo!  
 

"God knows how I survived before owning this!”  
 

"My mamma-pillo is our FAVOURITE item! Such an essential for us & a massive support when it comes to breast 

feeding my bubba, no more sore neck or shoulders from straining!”  
 

This pillow is amazing!! It is so light and easy to use everywhere I go...it is a life saver!!!-- or an arm saver! Could not 

recommend it enough to all the mamas out there. I'm getting two more” 
 

"I absolutely love our Mamma-Pillo's!! They have been a life saver for my back, and they also go everywhere with 

us making breastfeeding a breeze! Highly recommend"  
 

"This is by far the best feeding support pillow on the market! Soo comfy, easy to use and you can literally take it 

anywhere! Definitely a must have for any expecting Mumma"   
 

“Makes my life so much easier, it positions her so well & no dead arm for me, it’s lightweight & stylish! We couldn’t 

be happier!”  
 

“Honestly the best invention for feeding! We use it every feed .. it’s comfortable on my arm too, like a cloud or a 

whole bunch of cotton wool! “ 
 

"That would have to be the most comfy feed miss Isla and I have ever had”  

 

"I'm so in love with my pillow.. I can't believe how great it is for feeding when traveling in a car or plane."  

"I have suffered from "mums thumb" and sore arms and shoulders… In one week of having the pillow my arms are 

no where near as sore and my wrists and thumbs have no pain. I wish I knew about this pillow for my first 

daughter, it would of saved a lot of pain an Physio."  

 

 



Become part of the  

Mamma-pillo revolution! 

Join us and help us save the environment one Pillo at a time. 

Proudly handcrafted and 100% Australian owned, Mamma-pillo is a one of a kind, high quality, 

ecologically friendly, multi-purpose support pillow that has become highly sought after by nursing 

parents.  

We can tailor Mamma-pillo packages specifically for your business. 

For reseller enquiries please email the friendly Mamma-pillo Team at mammapillo@gmail.com  



www.mammapillo.com.au 

 

www.instagram.com/mammapillo 

 

www.facebook.com/mammapillo/  

 

mammapillo@gmail.com 

https://youtu.be/-ncxkWW6TAM  

https://youtu.be/-ncxkWW6TAM

